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Stata tip 33: Sweet sixteen: Hexadecimal formats and
precision problems
Nicholas J. Cox
Department of Geography
Durham University
Durham City, UK

n.j.cox@durham.ac.uk

Computer users generally supply numeric inputs as decimals and expect numerical
outputs as decimals. But underneath the mapping from inputs to outputs lies software
(such as Stata) and hardware that are really working with binary representations of
those decimals. Much ingenuity goes into ensuring that conversions between decimal
and binary are invisible to you, but occasionally you may see apparently strange side
effects of this fact. This problem is documented in [U] 13.10 Precision and problems
therein, but it still often bites and puzzles Stata users. This tip emphasizes that the
special hexadecimal format %21x can be useful in understanding what is happening.
The format is also documented, but in just one place, [U] 12.5.1 Numeric formats.
Decimal formats such as %23.18f can also be helpful for investigating precision prob-
lems.

Binary representations of numbers, using just the two digits 0 and 1, can be difficult
for people to interpret without extra calculations. The great advantage of a hexadecimal
format, using base 16 (i.e., 24), is that it is closer to base 10 representations while
remaining truthful about what can be held in memory as a representation of a number.
It is conventional to use the decimal digits 0–9 and the extra digits a–f when base 16 is
used. Thus a represents 10 and f represents 15. Hence, at its simplest, hexadecimal 10
represents decimal 16, hexadecimal 11 represents decimal 17, and so forth. (Think of
11 as 1× 161 + 1× 160, for example.) In practice, we want to hold fractions and, as far
as possible, some extremely large and extremely small numbers. The general format of
a hexadecimally represented number in Stata is thus mXp, to be read as m × 2p. Thus
if you use the format %21x with display, you can see examples:

. di %21x 1
+1.0000000000000X+000

. di %21x -16
-1.0000000000000X+004

. di %21x 1/16
+1.0000000000000X-004

You see that 1, −16, and 1/16 are, respectively, 1 × 20, −1 × 24, and 1 × 2−4.

The special format is useful to others besides the numerical analysts mentioned
in [U] 12.5.1 Numeric formats. If you encounter puzzling results, looking at the
numbers in question should help clarify what Stata is doing and why it does not match
your expectation.
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Users get bitten in two main ways. First, they forget that most of the decimal digits
.1, .2, .3, .4, .5, .6, .7, .8, and .9 cannot be held exactly. Of these, only .5 (1/2) can
possibly be represented exactly by a binary approximation; all the others must be held
approximately only—regardless of how many bytes are used. To convince yourself of
this, see that, e.g., 42.5 can be held exactly,

. di %21x 42.5
+1.5400000000000X+005

. di (1 + 5/16 + 4/256) * 2^5
42.5

whereas 42.1 cannot be held exactly,

. di %21x 42.1
+1.50ccccccccccdX+005

. di %23.18f 42.1
42.100000000000001421

Close, but not exact. Second, users forget that although very large or very small
numbers can be held approximately, not all possible numbers can be distinguished, even
when those numbers are integers within the limits of the variable type being used.

A common source of misery is trying to hold nine-digit integers in numeric variables.
If these are identifiers, holding them as str9 variables is a good idea, but let us focus
on what often happens when users read such integers into numeric variables. This
experiment shows the problems that can ensue.

. gen pinid = 123456789

. di %9.0f pinid[1]
123456792

. di %21x pinid[1]
+1.d6f3460000000X+01a

Stata did not complain, but it did not oblige. The value is off by 3. You will see
that the value held is a multiple of 4, as the last two digits 92 are divisible by 4. Did
we or Stata do something stupid? Can we fix it?

. replace pinid = pinid - 3
(0 real changes made)

Trying to subtract 3 gives us the same number, so far as Stata is concerned. What
is going on? By default, Stata is using a float variable. See [D] data types if you
want more information. At this size of number, such a variable can hold only multiples
of 4 exactly, so we lose many final digits. The remedy, if a numeric variable is needed,
is to use a long or double storage type instead.




